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Volunteering and the Joy of Giving - Making a Difference 

In 2019, PMI Lebanon Chapter joined the pledge of PMI 50th anniversary 
celebration of service and worked with multiple nongovernmental organizations 
(NGOs). This was a major milestone for our community to volunteer and contribute 
while working closely, hand in hand with various NGOs. 

After the blast which took place in Beirut on August 4 2020, PMI Lebanon Chapter 
(PMILC) acted promptly and instantly took the initiative to support multiple NGOs 
in their work in the damaged areas and to help the affected families.  PMILC have 
joined efforts with "OffreJoie" and "Lebanese Red Cross" where we have identified 
the true meaning of  Joy of Giving and making a difference and that every small contribution in any aspect  
has a high impact on the society as a whole, on our community and on the people we are helping. 

We utilized our project management skills and knowledge to quickly adapt and manage to execute projects 
and related tasks in a pressured environment.

We, as individuals, learned a lot from the people we dealt with and how perseverant they are.
We envision a positive future and sincerely wish the best for our country and we know that it is through  
our people's dedication that we will prosper again.

Nelly Khnaiser Sakr
VP of Administration - PMI Lebanon Chapter 
secretarygeneral@pmilebanonchapter.org
00961 76 677 707

WORD FROM PMI
LEBANON CHAPTER

mailto:secretarygeneral@pmilebanonchapter.org
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PMI LC Volunteering Activities and Contributions with OffreJoie  
and Lebanese Red Cross (LRC)

Support Initiative #1: Rebuilding Efforts 

After the blast which took place in Beirut; PMI Lebanon chapter instantly  
took action to support the affected families and contributed with OffreJoie  
to renovate affected buildings.

One of our board members volunteered and involved his engineering team 
 to renovate a building in Karantina area.

The engineering team made up of a project manager, a site engineer,  
skilled workers and workers were on premises for a period of 5 weeks.

The team handled consultancy work and inspection of concrete elements  
in the whole street of Karantina in addition to the below tasks covered  
for one building:
 demolition work: damaged concrete elements and broken block walls
 construction of block walls
 formwork and casting of new concrete elements

Support Initiative #2: MS Dynamics Project Manager 

In another initiative; PMI LC is supporting Lebanese Red Cross (LRC) in their Microsoft Dynamics Project 
Implementation through the expertise of one of the board members. The Project Implementation  
is ongoing since mid August and it is currently in progress in coordination between Microsoft and LRC team. 
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PMI LC Participation in Virtual LIRM

The PMI 2020 Leadership Institute Region 12 Meeting 
– LIRM took place virtually due to the latest crisis on
Wednesday September 23 and Thursday September 24.

 The Chapter Leaders from Region 12 met online and 
shared with each other PMI’s latest institutional updates 
and chapters’ best practices.  Chapter leaders connected 
with their peers from other chapters. 

PMI Managing Director of Middle East and North Africa, 
PMI Region Mentor MENA Region and PMI MENA Staff presented interesting sessions along with speakers  
from the different chapters in the region. Each speaker from the various chapters presented their latest updates  
and their future plans.

PMI Lebanon Chapter participated in the LIRM and our president gave a brief about our PMI Lebanon Chapter 
Strategy, planned initiatives in Q3 and Q4 along with our areas of focus and expected events and activities.

Meet Our Members New Page on PMI LC Website
We are glad to inform our community members that as part of our plan  
to continuously improve our website and keep contact with you; we have 
added a page in our website ‘meet our members’.  It has the list of all the 
members who gave their testimonials and also those who did an interview 
since we initiated our newsletter in Q3 2018. In the same page; you will also 
find the video reflections of a project manager in the same page for those who 
participated in it. This page will be continuously updated after we publish the 
testimonials every quarter in our newsletter.

To access this page:  
please go to www.pmilebanonchapter.org  >> Get Involved >> Meet Our Members 

We look forward towards further communicating with you and having 
your testimonial.

VIEW PAGE

https://www.pmi.org/chapters/lebanon/meet-our-members
www.pmilebanonchapter.org


MONTHLY TALKS
Growth Mindset  
by Sr. Robert Health

DATE:  July 30, 2020  /  TIME:  6:30PM  
LOCATION:  Through zoom videoconferencing

Sr. Robert Health was the speaker for the month of July 2020 and he 
talked about "A Growth MindSet". Among the talking points were the five 
steps to mastering your time: define success, set and align priorities, 
schedule priorities, handle interruptions and sustain the transformation.

MORE INFO
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JUL

Experience, Embrace and Emerge - Leading through Crisis
by Mr. Fahad Ahmed

DATE:  September 24, 2020  /  TIME:  6:30PM  
LOCATION:  Through zoom videoconferencing

Mr. Fahad Ahmed was the speaker for the month of September 2020 
and he talked about " Experience, Embrace and Emerge- Leading through 
Crisis". The main objective of this monthly talk was to understand 
effective change leadership behaviors, developing a response instead
of a reaction, creating an environment of self awareness, collaboration 
and creativity who are receptive to change. SEP

MORE INFO

https://www.pmi.org/-/media/pmi/chapters/lebanon-chapter/pdf/leading_through_crisis-_fahad_ahmed.pdf?v=03bfdf20-ed8d-4b67-82f1-edf45c227ab5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIqylJ1GCTw
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COMMUNITY 
THOUGHTS 
MS. JOY EL MOUALLEM
CURRENT ROLE:  
Owner and Management Consultant at Quality Circle (www.qltycircle.com / 
Quality Management, Sustainable Development and Innovative solutions)

ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS:  
Master of Engineering Management, Bachelor of Computer Engineering, 
PMP, ISO 9001

PMI LC MEMBER SINCE: 
Since 2013 

DOMAIN / INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE: 
Private and public sectors, in design, construction, real estate, ports (import/export), marketing and distribution 
of products and oil and gas industries

TESTIMONIAL:  
I am a proud member of PMI Lebanon Chapter since 2013. I have attended several events and presentations 
prepared by PMI Lebanon Chapter. All events were very well organized, enjoyable and valuable. I met a lot 
of interesting people, exchanged stimulating discussions and always learned new things. I am happy to be 
a member in such an interesting and warm community and would like to contribute, grow, and be an active 
participant in PMI Lebanon Chapter.

NEXT MEMBER 



COMMUNITY 
THOUGHTS 
MR. JAMIL SHATILA
CURRENT ROLE:  
Junior Risk Officer 

ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS:  
BS in Banking and Finance, MBA from LAU, Certified Scrum Master, PMP

PMI LC MEMBER SINCE: 
June 2017  

DOMAIN / INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE: 
Telecom 

TESTIMONIAL:  
I first signed up with PMI Lebanon to become part of a community of professionals and to learn more about 
the reality of project management. In the monthly seminars, I found myself in discussions with other members 
about career paths, insightful stories and work life struggles. It made the day to day life of a PM clear and real; 
fueling my passion for it. The seminars that I had attended were insightful and unique with hosts from  
different backgrounds, presentation styles and topics to bring to the table. It is honestly a great experience  
with great people.
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INTERVIEW

1. How do you describe the role of project manager to your friends and family? 

A project manager is one who has a clear vision and uses the right tools to plan, manage and lead the projects. 
The role of a project manager is to align a team of colleagues toward a common goal to be able to deliver 
successful projects on time and within the budget.

The main role of the project manager is defined in these three main elements: 

An integrator: properly integrate the various project management processes and coordinate the project phases 
throughout the lifecycle.

A Communicator: ensure the right information is delivered at the right time

A Leader: motivate and inspire the team to deliver the project work and in the right direction.

2. How do you apply and benefit from your management skills in your life?

Being a project manager has taught me many skills that not only made me better at my job but also at my 
everyday life in my day to day activities. Critical thinking, problem solving, communication negotiation and time 
management are good examples of these skills which are used in my personal life. . Using these skills becomes 
spontaneous in your life 

3. How did project management credentials help in advancing your career and knowledge?

Having a PMP certification, which is internationally recognized, is like a passport.
It is a starting point for your continuous education and learning journey.

The PMP certification along with others PMI certifications will open up new paths to further enhance  
your knowledge and increase your opportunities in your career growth, develop your self-confidence  
and gives you the ability to speak common language while communicating with your stakeholders  
and partners.
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MRS. LINA ABOU MRAD
CURRENT JOB / TITLE: 
National E-Health Program Director – Ministry of Public Health – Lebanon

INDUSTRY / SECTOR EXPERTISE: Public Health, Government

ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS: MBA, PMP

CONTINUE READING 



4. Can you share with us a successful project you have worked on and its lessons learned?

From my experience, working in the public sector is very challenging; sometimes the tools and techniques  
to succeed in public sector aren’t the same and they don’t work in the private sector.

You need to choose which tools and techniques to use and to adapt to the current situation.
As a director of the National E-Health program, I have been in charge of multiple projects that were achieved 
and delivered so far despite the multiple circumstances that the country has been passing through that were 
hindering the progress of these projects.

Working in the public sector on projects with very limited resources and in a constantly changing schedule  
is not easy but what I have learned so far is that perseverance and collaborative governance are the key  
to succeed despite all conditions and obstacles that may delay the execution of the projects. 

5. Any advice and recommendation you can give to other project managers

In order to succeed in your career; you need to have a clear vision and set realistic expectations.
My advice to all is to be transparent in work especially when communicating information and to accept 
criticism in order to improve and finally to keep on inspiring the team by being a good example  
and a role model.

INTERVIEW
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WELCOMING 
NEW MEMBERS
1. Bouchra Bou Abbass

2. Firas El Bouz

3. Tarek Kahil

4. Yves Jabbour

5. Fadi Saliba

6. Sahar Zeineddine

7. Jamil Daou

8. Abdo Chalhoub

9. Khaled Itani

10. Raed Bou Fakheredine

11. Jerome Harb

12. Rony Rahhal

13. Gretta Abi Aad

Welcoming new members who have joined the chapter in Q3 2020

14. Mohamed Abdouni

15. Rawad BouMrad

16. Mir Mustafa Hashmi

17. Mario Faddoul

18. Nidale Elayache

19. Houssam Barada

20. Joseph Semaan

21. Waseem Shawa

22. Khaled Karaouni

23. Mahmoud Khodor
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PMI EVENTS
SEMINARSWORLD VIRTUAL: 
NOVEMBER 
9 – 12 November 2020 |  Live Virtual Workshop

Join our expert SeminarsWorld® instructors online to network and learn with your peers in small-group,  
topic-intensive seminars aligned with the PMI Talent Triangle® while you earn PDUs. At SeminarsWorld  
you can share insights with other professionals and learn from their experiences and accomplishments.

MORE DETAILS REGISTER NOW
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https://www.pmi.org/events/seminarsworld/seminarsworld-in-san-diego
https://registration.experientevent.com/ShowPMI201



